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The following is a list of songs that either reference or are dedicated to Fahrenheit 451.The show
aired from 1996-2001, so some of these references may be obvious to fans of the show: House Of

course, we do go to the library, but we go there not to read, but rather to "burn" books for the night -
the only books burned being, according to the narrator: "Bad, so bad, that the public never once

read a book in your [Westlake's] lifetime." Plot The year is 2171, and the world is a police state run
by the authoritarian A.I. Clipper. The common man are forced to do any and all activities for the

state, whether they enjoy it or not. The state rules by keeping people afraid by spreading rumors and
fear. The main character, Guy Montag, is a bookstore clerk who lives in the suburbs and has a family.

His wife Mildred is a simple, kind person who enjoys spending time with her husband. Montag and
Mildred are forced to live in a "better" part of town, which has a high level of surveillance and

policing. Montag is aware of the wall of fear the government has built around them, but, because
he's a non-conformist himself and the only real rebel in his neighborhood, he's put into social

isolation. His wife, Mildred, is none too happy to be dragged across town with her husband. Montag is
given a job on a surveillance team, and begins to disobey orders, refusing to wear a prosthetic nose

and attempting to gain a better relationship with his son, who has been taken to the best part of
town, guarded by men in black suits. In the final episode, the final day of the year, Guy and Mildred
hear of the government's plans to burn the entire city. The government plans to wrap the entire city
with fire, and Guy orders his wife not to leave the house. Mildred is reluctant to obey, saying she is
afraid for her husband if she were to leave. However, the government announces that Montag has

been jailed for "disobedience", and that Mildred and the rest of the citizens of the city must obey the
government. Mildred is sad, but understanding. Montag is taken away to a ward in the city's center,
where he begins to realize that the walls of fear and panic have been erected around the entire city,
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has been left in limbo after a decision by its board to turn down an athlete
from the New Zealand team with no established Olympic qualifying time
to turn in to the organization. The New Zealand cross country skier Tim

Hunt had a medal-winning time of 1:53:53 at the 2011 World
Championships. But he missed this year’s Olympics due to injury and this
year’s qualifying was closed to him in what was supposed to be a simple
test of speed and judgment to decide which athletes would be part of the

New Zealand team. Hunt, who is by no means a household name, has
been left out of the New Zealand team for the world championships even

though he has two gold medals from the 2010 Paralymp
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